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Through its virtual patching and vulnerability-based filtering capabilities, a next-generation intrusion prevention system (IPS) allows enterprises to 
start the shift from reactive to proactive protection of their networks, servers, and workstations. This white paper explores the guiding principles 
security researchers need to follow when designing and developing effective vulnerability filters, with examples of how these filters can be used by 
an IPS to detect and block the latest threats. 
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PROACTIVE PATCHING FOR BETTER PROTECTION

One of the top strategies used by hackers to infiltrate corporate 
networks and launch cyberattacks is to exploit known weaknesses in 
software, hardware, or firmware. For that reason, enterprises need 
to be diligent about applying and deploying patches as quickly as 
possible after they’re released by vendors. 

For many enterprises, that’s easier said than done.

Manually validating and deploying patches for every system, server, 
and workstation on the network can take months. IT administrators 
need to test each patch and determine how it will affect the 
performance of critical systems. Users need prodding to actually 
download and install the patches. Taking equipment offline has 
an impact on revenue and productivity, so patching must be done 
incrementally, starting with critical infrastructure first before moving 
on to other systems. As a result, most larger enterprises patch once a 
quarter at best—and some do it just once a year.

The longer the patching process drags out, the longer hosts are 
unprotected and vulnerabilities can be exploited by attackers.

A next-generation intrusion prevention system (IPS), which detects 
and blocks malicious traffic at wire speed, in line, and in real time, 
can help address this challenge by taking a vulnerability-focused 
approach to threat prevention—and by deploying “virtual patches” 
at the network level that proactively keep systems safe from threats, 
even for enterprises with limited IT resources. 

VIRTUAL PATCHES, REAL-WORLD RESULTS

With an IPS, enterprises can benefit from a virtual patch functionality 
that automatically protects vulnerable systems from compromise, 
even when host-by-host patches have not been applied. These virtual 
patches rely on vulnerability filters, which provide a barrier to all 
attempts to take advantage of a particular vulnerability. 

Many IPS vendors focus on creating reactionary signatures that 
detect one specific exploit activity targeted at a vulnerability, even 
though there may be hundreds or thousands. Vendors who address 
the root cause of the vulnerability itself, however, often require just 
one filter in their IPS to provide comprehensive coverage as opposed 
to dozens of exploit-specific signatures. 

That means, while different attackers come and go—all  using 
different exploit codes for the same vulnerability—the IPS will 
reliably block all attacks while allowing legitimate traffic to pass 
through. With that, organizations can greatly improve their security 
effectiveness—that is, they can get the most out of the resources 
they have and reduce the time it takes to respond to a potential 
threat.

But what exactly goes into achieving such a broad level of proactive 
protection? 

Reactive security adds to the 
patching challenge

One reason why many enterprises 
find it difficult to keep up with their 
patching requirements is that they have 
adopted a reactive rather than proactive 
approach to security. 

Many lack the in-house skills or 
resources to properly investigate and 
analyze the increasingly complex and 
sophisticated attacks they face. They can 
react in the moment to a hit registered 
on their security management system, 
but are unable to follow up and dive 
deep into what really caused it or the 
steps that need to be taken to prevent it 
from happening again. 

There’s also the belief that attacks are 
inevitable whenever a new vulnerability 
is disclosed. Rather than spend the 
time and money to put up appropriate 
defenses, many enterprises think it is 
cheaper and easier to just deal with the 
aftermath of an attack. As such, security 
investments (and effort) tend to happen 
only after an incident occurs.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF VULNERABILITY FILTERING

The design and development of an effective vulnerability-based 
filter must be guided by a core set of principles. For example, filters 
shouldn’t cause performance degradation in the networks or systems 
that are being protected by the IPS. They also need to be resistant 
to evasion techniques given that any missed attack could lead to 
network compromise. 

For Trend Micro, two overarching principles must be prioritized 
above all others:

 • No false positives: The filter should not block legitimate traffic 
under any circumstances.

 • No false negatives: The filter should not miss real attacks, even 
when the attacker intentionally tries to evade detection.

Of these two, having no false positives is always the highest priority, 
followed by no false negatives. Filter designers need to keep these 
two principles and their relative ordering in mind at all times. The 
challenge lies in generalizing the detection logic of the filter as much 
as possible to carefully meet the second principle without violating 
the first.

DERIVING A ZERO FALSE-NEGATIVE FILTER

When performing vulnerability research, the first step is to search for 
all of the necessary conditions for an attack to succeed. That starts 
by creating a program that triggers the vulnerability remotely. The 
researcher then makes a series of changes one at a time: strings, 
flags, length values, banners, version numbers, character encoding, 
white space, and more. If the attack succeeds even when a particular 
variable is set to a random value, that variable is not important for 
the filter. Eventually, the researcher can identify the complete set of 
variables that are critical to the attack’s success and arrive at a set of 
criteria that must be collectively satisfied for any attack to succeed. 
If there are multiple distinct attack vectors, the researcher must 
perform this analysis on each one separately.

Because a set of criteria must be satisfied for an attack to succeed, it 
is then possible to describe filter logic that has zero false negatives. 
This means an attack cannot succeed unless the associated network 
traffic has the exact characteristics the filter is looking for.

DERIVING A ZERO FALSE-POSITIVE FILTER

While developing a filter that produces zero false negatives is the 
top priority, researchers must also evaluate the accuracy of the filter 
in terms of false positives. At this stage, the researcher attempts to 
identify at least one characteristic that would never occur in normal 
traffic. If a characteristic exists that is both anomalous compared 
to normal traffic and critical to the attack’s success, the zero false-
negative signature is also a zero false-positive signature. 

Sorting filters from signatures

Although the terms “signature” and 
“filter” are often used interchangeably, 
there is a distinction to be made.

A signature refers to detection logic: 
the collection of test criteria used to 
discriminate attack traffic from benign 
traffic. It is a rather abstract term, 
in that it describes the classification 
algorithm but says nothing about the 
actions to be taken in response to the 
positive identification of an attack.

In comparison, filter refers to the 
detection logic in combination with an 
assumed blocking action. It implies the 
removal of something from the network 
traffic stream.

The IPS test criteria used to detect 
each attack are certainly worthy of the 
title “signature” due to their flexibility 
and classification power. The IPS also 
actively prunes malicious traffic from 
the packet flow, making the word 
“filter” immediately applicable. If an IPS 
is described only in terms of signatures, 
the blocking power of the device is not 
adequately conveyed. And if an IPS is 
described as a filter only, people may 
assume that the “intelligence” of the 
device is limited to simplistic, firewall-
style rule matching.
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Many attack types lend themselves well to creating these types of filters. For example: 

 • Structured query language (SQL) injection attacks: Special characters, such as ‘ and %27, are provided in a particular value 
in particular web request.

 • Ransomware: A specific HTTP header is provided with a specific value that would never be seen in a normal web request.

 • Buffer overflows: Too much of a certain kind of data is provided to a specific variable in a particular message that is 
exchanged in a particular type of conversation.

 • Integer overflows and signedness problems: An extremely large or negative number is provided for a specific value that 
should only ever be a relatively small positive number.

 • Command injection: Specific characters are used to end the current execution and start a new command, such as &&, 
provided in a particular value and web request.

As the examples above imply, the bulk of the work of the detection logic often lies in gaining the contextual positioning 
necessary to ask a key question, such as if a value is too large or too small, or if it contains special characters or strings. The 
ability of an IPS to take advantage of the logical perfection of a theoretical signature ultimately boils down to two things: 
whether or not the filtering language is flexible enough to express the necessary logic; and if the engine is powerful enough 
to correctly apply the various tests to network traffic running in-line and at full speed.

ADDRESSING ATTACKS WITH FOUR COMMON FILTERS

A specific example will help quantify the research responsibilities borne by filter developers, as well as the critical role filter 
engine capabilities play in the quality of the protection provided by an IPS. 

Consider EternalBlue, the Microsoft® Windows® Server Memory Block (SMB) memory corruption vulnerability that was 
successfully exploited by hackers to channel the WannaCry ransomware malware to at least 130,000 computers in 150 
countries. 

First disclosed in Microsoft Security Bulletin MS17-010, EternalBlue was a major problem because almost every Windows-
based machine was vulnerable—exposing a large majority of the internet’s infrastructure to risk. Originally developed by the 
U.S. National Security Agency, the exploit was leaked by the Shadow Brokers hacker group over Easter weekend in April 2017, 
leaving no time for Microsoft to release a patch before the vulnerability was in the hands of attackers. 

EternalBlue was later used to spearhead the NotPetya ransomware attack in June 2017. It emerged yet again in early 2018, 
this time in the form of WannaMine, which tapped into an affected system’s computer processor unit (CPU) power to 
generate cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. 

How EternalBlue works

Using the SMB file-sharing protocol, the client establishes a connection to the server. It then sends a command to the 
server in the 32-byte header, represented as a 1-byte field in the header. Once the command has been established, a set of 
parameters is sent (which will vary greatly depending on the type of command being used) and then data is sent.

The EternalBlue vulnerability is exploitable only in the first version of the SMB protocol (SMBv1). Within the SMB_COM_NT_
TRANSACT command, there are a set of subcommands that can be used; of those subcommands, TRANS2_OPEN2 is the weak 
point capable of being exploited by attackers. If the length of the TRANS2_OPEN2 field is greater than 0xFFFF, the length 
becomes a double word and follows a different code path, making it vulnerable to memory corruption and the insertion/
execution of an attacker’s arbitrary code.
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An IPS can use many different types of filters to address the EternalBlue exploit, including not only vulnerability-based filters 
but also exploit-specific filters, policy filters, and protocol anomaly filters, each with their own advantages and disadvantages.

EXPLOIT-SPECIFIC FILTERS

An easy way to write a filter is to use a distinctive string from an exploit’s code as a pattern match. For example, the hex 
string shown below is found in the EternalBlue exploit, which can be used as a signature to detect the attack. The string 
contains the version, command, size, and subcommand. It also includes several parameters that do not make sense in normal 
SMB traffic.

FF 53 4D 42 A0 00 00 00 00 18 07 C0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 08 FF FE 00 08 41 00 14 01 00 00 1E 00 00 00 D0 
03 01 00 1E 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 1E 00 00 00 4B 00 00 00 D0 03 00 00 68 00 00 00 01 00 00 FF 53 4D 42 A0 00 00 00 00 18 07 
C0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 08 FF FE 00 08 41 00 14 01 00 00 1E 00 00 00 D0 03 01 00 1E 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
1E 00 00 00 4B 00 00 00 D0 03 00 00 68 00 00 00 01 00 00 46 00 46 00 20 00 35 00 33 00 20 00 34 00 44 00 20 00 34 00 32 00 
20 00 41 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 31 00 38 00 20 00 30 00 37 
00 20 00 43 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 
30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 
00 30 00 20 00 30 00 38 00 20 00 46 00 46 00 20 00 46 00 45 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 38 00 20 00 34 00 31 00 20 00 
30 00 30 00 20 00 31 00 34 00 20 00 30 00 31 00 20 00 30 00 30 00 20 00 30 00 

The advantage of this kind of filter is that it can be created quickly and easily, places a light load on the detection engine, and 
will not generate a false positive on non-attack traffic. However, it is specific to just one particular exploit using those specific 
lines of code. If any modifications are made to the code for the same vulnerability, the filter would be blind to the attack. 

VULNERABILITY-BASED FILTERS

Clearly, a much better approach to the very narrow exploit-based filter would be one that watches for all of the following 
elements of the vulnerability as a whole:

1. The SMB session setup

2. The vulnerable SMB command

3. The vulnerable SMB subcommand

4. A TRANS2_OPEN2 length greater than 0xFFFF 

These represent the necessary conditions that must be met for an EternalBlue attack to succeed. By checking for this 
particular sequence of events, it is possible to develop a filter that produces zero false negatives. However, while determining 
these conditions is quite simple, there is still a very small chance that this filter will produce a false positive. 

To reduce the chance of a false positive, the filter needs to inspect every ExtendedAttributeList for the SizeofListInBytes 
and then determine if that size is greater than 0xFFFF. While this is doable, it is difficult because the attribute lists are not 
a standard length and make the process taxing for the parsing engine. Applying this level of logical analysis requires a very 
powerful filtering engine, which not every IPS contains. However, given the almost negligible chance of false positives 
occurring even without the engine parsing to those lengths, an IPS could easily stop inspecting after determining the length 
of the TRANS2_OPEN2 subcommand.
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POLICY FILTERS

Weaker filter engines are generally unable to implement signature tests with the precision needed to avoid false positives. 
An IPS that cannot precisely implement the complete detection logic will be forced to implement simpler signatures. In these 
cases, a policy filter could be used to detect attacks, but not block them.

In the case of EternalBlue, a useful policy filter would detect any time a TRANS2_OPEN2 subcommand is used. An engine 
might do this if it is unable to interpret the size of the TRANS2_OPEN2 subcommand, for example. It might also do this just to 
provide users with the ability to determine which commands and subcommands they want to allow in the network.

But a problem occurs when it is believed that the policy filter protects against an attack, when in fact it does not. Simply 
determining if a subcommand is used is not the same as determining if the vulnerability is being exploited. When a policy 
filter is used to do the job of a vulnerability filter, it results in false positives.

PROTOCOL ANOMALY FILTERS

Some vendors emphasize enforcing request for comments (RFC) protocol conformance as a way to protect systems from 
zero-day attacks. The associated filter type, which detects “out-of-spec” network traffic, is called a protocol anomaly filter. 
RFC enforcement can be quite useful for some protocols. However, it is important to understand the circumstances where 
protocol anomaly detection makes sense and where it is does not. 

SMTP AND HTTP

One case where protocol anomaly filtering works well is the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Every SMTP command 
defined in RFC 821 that accepts arguments and is used in the course of a transaction—MAIL, RCPT, HELO, VRFY, EXPN, HELP—
can be exploited by providing an overlong argument to the command. An IPS can enforce protocol conformance for SMTP 
by looking for inappropriate values provided as arguments to any of these commands. This provides protection against all 
established buffer overflow attacks, as well as any new ones that may emerge.

Similarly, an IPS can block a number of HTTP-based attacks by checking for inappropriate values in well-defined header 
entities, such as the Content-Type: and Host: fields. The Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) web server, as an 
example, had problems in the past handling overlong Content-Type: and Host: header values. Protocol anomaly filters 
that block all HTTP requests/responses containing overlong values protect against these known vulnerabilities, as well as 
emerging new attacks. 

In all these examples, the anomaly filters detect conditions that are both necessary to the attack’s success and guaranteed 
to never occur in normal traffic. As a result, they can detect multiple attacks without false negatives or false positives. 
Under these ideal conditions, a protocol anomaly filter is an effective generalization of a vulnerability filter. However, its 
usefulness is diminished if the detected condition ever occurs in legitimate traffic. Legitimate applications that produce 
out-of-spec traffic can render anomaly filters useless by causing a large number of false positives. In addition, some protocol 
specifications are only loosely enforced (meaning many products produce out-of-spec traffic) or do not exist in the public 
domain at all (meaning it is nearly impossible to determine how traffic on the wire compares to what “good” traffic should 
look like).

URL

As an example of a more difficult case, HTTP URLs are protocol entities that often provide the vehicle for web-based attacks 
but are difficult to filter using an anomaly-based approach. An attacker can easily provide a malicious value in a web request 
to a CGI program that will compromise a web server, yet never violate any HTTP protocol specification. 
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Even the famous phf attack does not violate URL RFC 1738. In the example below, a system trying to block the attack via 
anomaly detection would have to specifically know how the phf script interprets data provided to the QALIAS variable:

http://<target>/cgi-bin/phf?Qalias=x%0a/bin/cat%20/etc/passwd 

To operate at this level, a true protocol enforcement system would have to understand how all web-based applications 
handle their inputs. This would require an individual source code review or a black box fuzzing test of each version of each 
web application. Attempts to enforce RFC 1738 across the board would lead to the blocking of normal traffic. For example, 
the following URL violates the RFC by including more than one question mark, but is a real URL in use today:

http://www.glic.com/frameset.html?http://www.geoaccess.com/directoriesonline/theguardiandental/chooseproduct.
asp?prodpasscode=p 

As another example, consider the following web request. This string is valid and will perform a Google search:

http://www.google.com/search?q=%27+having+1%3D1--

This similar request carries an SQL injection attack:

http://<target>/productcart/pc/Custvb.asp?Email=%27+having+1%3D1--

Notice the suspicious-looking arguments that follow the equals sign. Both URLs are valid according to the RFC. How can the 
IPS distinguish an attack from a benign request without some knowledge of how the receiving application handles user-
supplied data? The wide variability in URLs leads to a significant amount of tuning for the administrator to control false 
positives when an anomaly-based technique is used. 

As it relates to EternalBlue, SMBv1 was deprecated as of 2015, with the current version being SMBv3. As such, protocol 
anomaly detection could be quite effective, given that most companies do not use SMBv1 in their network as a policy—even 
though their servers will still accept it. Although blocking SMBv1 would not inform of an attack, it would successfully block an 
attack in cases where a company has set a policy to never use SMBv1.

What does it all mean?

This exploration of EternalBlue sheds some light on the subtler aspects of filter development. First, the skill and diligence of the 
vulnerability researcher is critically important. The researcher must understand a vulnerability thoroughly to predict attack vectors 
and harden filters against both false positives and false negatives.

Most importantly, false positives and false negatives will plague IPS products that are not capable of implementing precise detection 
logic. False positives commonly arise from policy-type signatures, while false negatives occur with exploit-specific signatures. These 
also happen to be the easiest signatures to implement, meaning they are frequently used by IPS products with weak engines. For 
vulnerability-based filters to be truly effective, the IPS requires a powerful engine that can support the necessary test criteria while 
operating in line at practical network speeds and latencies. 
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HOW TIPPINGPOINT USES VULNERABILITY FILTERING

The Trend Micro™ TippingPoint™ IPS implements several types of vulnerability-based filters to protect against a variety of 
threats and exploits, including EternalBlue. Multiple filters are required to cover the various attack vectors, including the 
different ports, interfaces, and protocols that could be used in an attack. 

A buffer overflow attack will be used in this section as an example to illustrate how vulnerability filters might be applied.

TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL (TCP) REASSEMBLY AND ATTACK DETECTION

Most published buffer overflow exploits use three data-carrying TCP packets to complete the attack. The first data packet 
sent by the client is the BIND message, while the second and third packets carry the REQUEST message. The second packet 
carries the REQUEST header, which specifies the opnum and a large portion of the argument data. All of the argument data 
does not fit into the second packet, however, so the third packet carries the rest of the data. 

In most exploits, the beginning of the long server name is found at the end of the second packet, and the rest of the server 
name is found in the third packet. That means the target needs to receive all three packets for an attack to complete 
successfully—and also that the IPS needs to see all three packets to recognize an attack.

Typically, the packets arrive in order. The IPS matches the packet data against the filter and fails to get a hit so the BIND is 
sent on its way, but state data extracted from the packet is stored to memory. The first REQUEST packet arrives next; its data 
is combined with the saved BIND data and the result is matched against the filter. At this point, there is still no filter match, 
so the stored state data is updated and the packet is sent on its way. 

Finally, the second REQUEST packet arrives. When this data is combined with the saved data, it triggers a match on the 
vulnerability filter, causing the packet to be dropped and the corresponding TCP flow to be marked as “blocked” in the 
engine. From that point forward, the IPS engine automatically drops any packets received in either direction of that 
connection, preventing the attack from being completed.

OUT-OF-ORDER PACKETS

If packets arrive out of order, the TCP reassembly engine takes care of the details. The first packet that is blocked is always 
the one that provides the final piece of the detection puzzle. For example, in some attacks, the two pieces of the REQUEST 
arrive out of order. This out-of-order data does not present a problem for the IPS. Rather, the system simply stores state 
data based on “part two” of the REQUEST and passes the packet on, then blocks “part one” when it arrives along with all 
subsequent packets.

EVASION RESISTANCE

Even data sent in a stream of randomly ordered small packets would not affect attack detection. The TCP stream reassembly 
engine handles re-ordering arbitrary TCP segments according to sequence number. Similarly, if any of the packets are 
fragmented at the internet protocol (IP) layer, the IP fragment reassembly engine puts those fragments back together 
according to offset—before passing the data through the signature engine. In either case, the IPS can dictate what the target 
system ultimately receives by controlling which packets are put onto the wire for transmission, meaning any ambiguities in 
fragmented/segmented data can be resolved.
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In independent testing, the TippingPoint IPS has been shown to detect and block a variety of network-, transport-, and 
application-layer evasive techniques, such as:

 • Packet fragmentation and segmentation evasions, including fragmentation with various packet sizes at both the IP and 
TCP layers, out-of-order data, duplicate data, and bad checksums.

 • Evasions for HTTP attacks, including URL encoding, /./ directory insertion, premature URL ending, long URL, fake 
parameter, TAB separation, case sensitivity, Windows \ delimiter, and session splicing.

 • Miscellaneous evasions, including altering default ports, inserting spaces in FTP command lines, inserting non-text telnet 
opcodes in FTP data stream, altering RPC protocol/procedure numbers, RPC record fragging, and polymorphic shellcode 
mutation.

ATTACK RECOGNITION UNDER LOAD

Security can’t be a “tax”—that is, its application can’t be disruptive to an enterprise’s day-to-day operations or business 
goals. The TippingPoint IPS is designed to overlay security on top of the network as efficiently as possible, with minimal 
impact on performance and productivity. That means being able to recognize and block inbound, outbound, and lateral 
threats under a heavy load of background traffic consisting of HTTP connections, user datagram protocol (UDP) packets of 
various sizes, mixed protocol simulated traffic, and real-world traffic—without dropping any packets due to congestion.

DIGITAL VACCINES

Digital vaccines are downloadable security packages that include new vulnerability-based filters to protect against the 
latest researched threats to network security. Digital vaccine packages are distributed weekly (or immediately when critical 
vulnerabilities emerge) and can be installed automatically with no user interaction required. By protecting against all 
potential attack permutations—not just specific exploits—they provide enterprises with coverage between the discovery 
of a vulnerability and the availability of a patch from the vendor, as well as added protection for legacy and out-of-support 
software.

To deliver high levels of accuracy and evasion resistance, all TippingPoint digital vaccines are developed in-house and subject 
to rigorous quality assurance test cycles before being released to the public. 

A SMARTER APPROACH TO FILTER DEVELOPMENT

Trend Micro is able to create effective vulnerability filters because it embraces an integrated, connected approach to network 
security. This approach enables fast and automated protection powered by the real-time sharing of and centralized visibility 
into the latest threat intelligence.

A LAYERED APPROACH TO SECURITY

Enterprises that use many disparate security solutions that can’t actually “talk” to each other won’t be able to get maximum 
value from their investments. Regardless of whether they’re focused primarily on enterprise networks, endpoints, or cloud 
environments, Trend Micro solutions seamlessly integrate and connect with each other, sharing threat data and intelligence 
in real time. 

They also connect with a number of complementary third-party security and incident response tools through open, vendor-
agnostic application programming interfaces (APIs), enabling a much greater degree of coordination among an enterprise’s 
security policies.
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At the highest level, this integrated approach means if a malicious file 
is found by one security solution, information about it can be quickly 
and automatically sent to all other security solutions to ensure that 
threat will be blocked going forward. 

WORLD-LEADING RESEARCH CAPABILITIES

Data and research are essential to keeping enterprises protected 
against complex and varied threats. Because threat actors are 
constantly changing the ways they target and attack people 
and businesses, Trend Micro invests heavily in security research 
capabilities.

TREND MICRO ZERO DAY INITIATIVE

The Zero Day Initiative (ZDI) is the largest vendor-agnostic bug bounty 
program in the world, rewarding independent security researchers 
for identifying and disclosing vulnerabilities in operating systems and 
software before they can be exploited.

Between the time an undisclosed threat is discovered and when the 
vendor releases a patch for it, enterprises are at risk. Trend Micro 
researchers take what has been learned by the ZDI to quickly develop 
and distribute security filters that cover an entire vulnerability, 
ensuring customers are protected well before the vendor’s patch is 
made available. In 2018, ZDI filters were distributed an average of 61 
days ahead of the vendor patch. 

The ZDI is the global leader in vulnerability research and discovery, 
publishing more than 4,500 vulnerabilities since 2005. It is a top 
provider of vulnerabilities to organizations like Adobe®, Microsoft, 
and the U.S. Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response 
Team. It also discovered 66.3 percent of all verified vulnerabilities in 
2017—more than any other bug bounty program combined.  Without 
the ZDI, many vulnerabilities would remain behind closed doors or be 
sold on the black market for nefarious purposes.

TREND MICRO™ SMART PROTECTION NETWORK™

The Smart Protection Network collects, identifies, and delivers the 
latest security intelligence to Trend Micro products to ensure they 
can adapt to and defend against current and emerging threats. 
Continuously mining data from known good and known bad files, 
applications, and URLs from around the world, the Smart Protection 
Network serves as a massive information source for driving 
innovation in Trend Micro technologies.

The Smart Protection Network consists of:

 • A global network of hundreds of millions of sensors to collect more 
threat information in more places, including data on files, IPs, 
URLs, mobile applications, and operating systems.

 • Global threat intelligence that analyzes terabytes of data on a daily 
basis, drawing from a database of nearly one billion known good 
files to identify 250,000 new threats each day.

 • Proactive cloud-based protection for half a million businesses 
around the world, blocking more than 65 billion threats yearly.

A recognized leader in security

Trend Micro is a:

• Recommended vendor for next-generation 
intrusion prevention systems (NSS Labs, 2018)

• Recommended vendor for breach detection 
systems for five consecutive years (NSS Labs, 
2018)

• Leader in the 2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant 
for Intrusion Detection and Prevention 
Systems

• Leader in Global Vulnerability Research and 
Discovery since 2007 (Frost & Sullivan)

• Recommended vendor for data center 
intrusion prevention systems (NSS Labs, 2018)
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WHAT MAKES A STANDALONE IPS SO EFFECTIVE?

CONCLUSION

With security teams being asked to do more with less, a next-generation IPS with an engine powerful enough to take full 
advantage of vulnerability-based filters can help enterprises adopt a more proactive security posture. 

A high-performance IPS can function as a virtual software patch, protecting vulnerable computers from compromise in 
networks where host-by-host patches have not been applied. This virtual patching capability stems directly from the ability 
of the IPS to identify and block malicious traffic in transit, before attacks can reach their intended targets. The enabling 
technology behind virtual patching lies in high-precision vulnerability filters. These filters are professionally designed 
by expert security researchers to provide optimum attack space coverage across multiple exploits targeting a specific 
vulnerability, as well as maximum resiliency to evasion techniques. 

While there may be times when an exploit-specific filter is necessary, Trend Micro always attempts to develop a vulnerability 
filter first. This way, the filter can protect against a known hardware or software vulnerability as a whole, rather than one 
particular exploit that is likely to never be seen again.

And when compared to solutions like next-generation firewalls, the TippingPoint IPS deploys transparently into the network, 
without the need for administrators to handle tuning, configuration, and rearchitecting of the network stack. It also delivers 
the low latency and high performance needed to handle a heavily loaded network, even with a full set of vulnerability filters 
enabled. This means enterprises can rest assured that the effective, proactive protection they receive won’t have a negative 
impact on their day-to-day business. 
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Trend Micro Incorporated is a pioneer in secure content and threat management. 
Founded in 1988, Trend Micro provides individuals and organizations of all sizes with 
award-winning security software, hardware and services. With headquarters in Tokyo 
and operations in more than 30 countries, Trend Micro solutions are sold  through 
corporate and value-added resellers and service providers worldwide. For additional 
information and evaluation copies of Trend Micro products and services, visit our Web 
site at www.trendmicro.com.
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